
Abstract 

The Below Ten Thousand Way 

In December 2018, the Care Quality Commission, the independent regulator of health and 
adult social care in England, released a report entitled ‘Opening the door to change: NHS 
Safety Culture and the need for transformation’.


On page 17 of the 58 page report, a half page text box ‘THINKING INNOVATIVELY 
ABOUT DISTRACTIONS – TEN THOUSAND FEET’ appears, dedicated to an initiative 
called ‘Below Ten Thousand’ and its success in preventing Never Events at East 
Lancashire Hospital Trust.


‘Below Ten Thousand’ is a clinician led culture change initiative started by two Australian 
perioperative nurses, John Gibbs and Pete Smith, who both worked at University Hospital 
Geelong.


Their idea solved challenges arising from noise and distraction in the operating theatre 
environment which, despite being problematic and endemic, lacked a workable solution.


As discovered at East Lancashire, the implementation of ‘Below Ten Thousand’ into a 
clinical environment has patient safety implications.


However, it also has the potential to improve team functioning by asking one simple 
question:


“How does each individual behave within and as a team?”


At zero cost to implement, ‘Below Ten Thousand’ just may be the best thing you will learn 
this year!


Pete Smith


Former perioperative nurse (retired) and author

www.belowtenthousand.com
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The Below Ten Thousand Way 



A few questions you might want to ask before we start:


Who the hell are you? 

And.....


Why are you here? 



Let’s talk! 

I once was one of you, 

though I gave up my career at the age of 53

to dedicate my time to family matters.


In between caring for aged parents and farming, I write. 

At the moment I’m writing on operating theatre safety cultures. 


Because of my first book, 

I have been invited to speak 

in London later this year,

at the 2020 Patient Safety Learning Conference.


And though I would like to live a simple life, 

given where I’ve been and what I have seen.....


.....I can’t not do what I am doing, 

Because I BELIEVE.


I BELIEVE that operating theatre nursing SHOULD BE 

the greatest job on earth.


I BELIEVE in ACORN and the ACORN Standards

And that the Standards are the key to safety

I BELIEVE in Patient Safety Learning


And I BELIEVE in people like Rob Tomlinson and Claire Cox, 

Nurses like you,

For the examples they set.


The world turns in subtle ways. 

From that I take heart, 

and because of that, I am here.    :)




So...... 

In December 2018, 


the Care Quality Commission, 

in England, 


released a report entitled:

 

‘Opening the door to change: 

NHS Safety Culture and the need for transformation’.


> 

Picture Question:


Waddayathink?


Transformation of our 
safety culture: is it really 

needed?






On page 17 of the 58 page report, 


there is a half page text box


dedicated to an initiative called ‘Below Ten Thousand’ 


and its usefulness in preventing Never Events 

at East Lancashire Hospital Trust.


> 






‘Below Ten Thousand’ is a clinician-led culture change initiative


started by two Australian perioperative nurses, 

John Gibbs and Pete Smith, (that’s me.)


We both worked at University Hospital Geelong.


John’s idea solved challenges 

arising from noise and distraction 

in the operating theatre environment 


which, 

despite being serious and endemic, 

lacked a workable solution.


> 

Picture Question:


60 dB Problem;

20 dB Desired Outcome


“What would such a 
solution ‘look like’.”





The trigger events were shared experiences 

Of too much noise in the operating theatre 

At key and pivotal times.


For me, it was five conversations in the room 

whilst trying to wake an anaesthetised 3 month old.


My question was....

”is this too much noise to wake a sleeping baby?”

The problem was not just the noise

But the behaviour around trying to achieve quiet.


For John, it was a similar experience 

During induction of anaesthesia

Which made the job of getting the patient off to sleep

A sub-optimal experience for all.


> 

Picture Question:


Suboptimal?

Is this a situation you 

can relate to?


What happens?






Our shared conversation,

Was, In effect, 

nothing more than Reflective Learning,


And our reflections led us to question, 

....In the end....


......our own very notion of what it is to be a ‘Team’


They challenged our misconception 


That our ‘performed’ team behaviours

Mirrored our self-subscribed beliefs


That who we are and who we think we are

Are two different things,




....when in fact endemic frailties 


like 


autocratic behaviours


Competing priorities, 


Peer- to peer conflict and bullying.....


..... And, as a social right, 

noise and distraction


Have implied permission

To interfere with our chief aim:

 

To deliver excellent quality care. 

Our methods were inspired by the ACORN Standards,

By how each standard is researched, constructed 

and peer reviewed.


We were able to formulate a framework

Which allowed us to plan, test, check and build 

each iteration of what eventually became our solution,

And because of that approach

The finished result was many more levels 

of thought and practicality refined


And different to what we thought it would be. 



So with respect to noise,

we reverse engineered a solution 

which was as simple as it was profound.


We used an iconic, non-confusing, non-medical trigger phrase

Which possessed a stark mental image 


And had the blessing of having an easily accessible, 

easily-discovered, supporting body of evidence 

centred around restoring consumer confidence 

in operational safety.


The verbal trigger phrase “Below Ten Thousand”

Could be used  by

 ANY member of the operating theatre team.


And could provoke a simple unquestioned compliance

When a need for a return to 

team situational awareness was required 


The term ‘Below Ten Thousand’ 

was borrowed from the airline industry


where it refers to the time when a plane 

is between the ground and ten thousand feet,

Often considered the most critical phases of flight.


The image here is the image of a plane skimming the treetops

And there is no potential for confusion 

with any other medical term.


>







If our experience of creating 

the simplest of changes we could possibly imagine 


descended into us being called ‘Rogues’ 

by hospital managers and executives, 

And some colleagues


We persisted, 

Because sometimes you have to take the plate

When no one else is going to.


Our rationale?


“You already have all the permission you need

To be the change you want to see

In your workplace.”


>







Sadly, the book has only my name on it.


But for my main collaborators,

I understand the threat to their careers 

if they were to be associated 

with some of the ‘material’ in the book.


But as validation of the ‘Below Ten Thousand’ idea

people continue to win awards 

at their own places of work 

when they implement Below Ten Thousand

into their own hospitals,


For example, Rob Tomlinson in the UK.....

(Here with his Medical Director, Dr Mike Pritchard, 

a champion of ‘Just Cultures’)


>






And here is Ash Kirk with Jill Wilson, nurses at the Mercy Hospital 
in Dunedin.


Below Ten Thousand is a great 

ready-made, easy project 

With which to satisfy quality improvement for accreditation, 


and it is something that has the potential 

To be the stepping stone

for further quantum improvements should you wish


Stepping stones which will lead us to engage 

as better teams

not just for patient safety

But, equally importantly, for staff safety and wellbeing as well.




Is there anything else I need to tell you about Below Ten 
Thousand? 


How about Below Ten Thousand  
As a measure of your safety culture?

Because the easier it is to adopt, 

the more robust your safety culture.


How about BTT as a lead into Human Factors 

and how individuals work safely and effectively 

within and as a team?


Because whilst ever you have bullying,

Whilst ever you have fatigue,

Whilst ever you have confusing and non flowing systems of work

Whilst ever you have overburdened workloads,

........

You have energy-zapping intrusions into your safety culture

That impact on your ability to care

For yourself,

Your family

And your patients.


So in effect, I’d like to take us one step further from situational 
awareness


And in doing so, 

reflect on the second half of the book

And the idea that your safety culture 

should be sharper than your scalpel.



> 

Picture Question:


Is your safety culture 
sharper than your 

scalpel.....

And what does that even 

mean?




The best way to start the conversation,  
is to talk about.... 
The Most Important Picture  
NOT to be in the book....so far. 

Our self image as nurses is founded 

in our guttural desire to help people.


However, the evidence tells us that 

Death from Preventable medical error 

Is the third highest cause of death in the western world.


My argument is that our flaw 

is our strict adherence to Taylorism,

A one hundred year old productivity mantra 

incorporating time and motion.


If there is still time, for God’s sake, DO something!

It deceived us into thinking that pushing harder 

will deliver better results, but for me the premise is flawed.


(NOT the most important picture not in the book) 

> 





(NOT the most important picture not in the book either) 

We are all familiar with this construct for quantifying the weather.


High pressure systems and low pressure systems react together 

to produce weather events 


Ranging from blue skies 

to....


Unstable lows where the majority of the risk is carried

In the form of tornadoes, hurricanes, cyclones, typhoons.


Call them what you will, 

They are all weather events precipitating natural disasters.


> 






(Still NOT the most important picture not in the book) 

But we are unfamiliar with this construct

Which reveals the dynamic heartbeat

Behind most non-malicious errors

That cluster around our performance zone


Through Production Pressure, 
Poorly designed Systems of work, 
and Fatigue. 

All of which contribute to being overwhelmed 

because the simple manufactured pressure gradients

imposed on us 

carry us beyond the mathematical boundaries 

of human performance 

into the realm of being swamped.




We respond with the one choice open to us:


To sail too close to the wind,

Under full sail

into the poorly charted oceans 

Of a stormy safety culture


> 

Picture Question:


High risk under high pressure.


Is ‘To Err’ really human under the 
circumstances?


Or is erring inevitable within the system of 
work imposed upon us?






Which brings us to the most important picture  
To not be in the book: 

The Edge of Coping: 

Background:


(Frederick Winslow Taylor, a mechanical engineer, 

and Frank Bunker Gilbreth, a bricklayer, 

were pioneers in the very early 1900’s, 

in time and motion studies)


It was Gilbreth who came up with the idea 

of a ‘caddy’ (his words) for surgeons, 

a nurse who could hand surgeons their instruments 

as and when they were needed.




Their highly influential Scientific Management mantra

of time and motion has dominated our thinking for over 100 years;


But it is time for an upgrade, because,

I would argue......,

It leaves behind the central issue of compassion,

or as I would have it, 

respect for our core humanity.


So,..... 


In the operating theatre.....


Time descends to production pressure, 

using the time footprints of the leanest of resources


Motion becomes the design of our systems of work

(or the way we do the things we do) 

using sigma six precision as a guiding principle,


And Psychomotor functioning,  
The new nerd in town,  
is effective human performance.


Everything here has concrete mathematically defined limits,



But in the modern era

I would argue that

many of us are forced to live beyond 

the Edge of Coping every day


>


Picture Question:


If this is you,

The dot point singularity in the 

middle of this construct,


Where are you in relation to 
the picture.....


Safely in the middle

Or on the far outer reaches of 

sanity?






We are all familiar with the concept of a duty of care


And we afford that privilege to everybody but ourselves,

Encouraged by our patients

And encouraged by our organisational representatives.


“Give!

Give until you can give no more,

Then,

Whether wiped out or burnt out or just plain dead,

leave quietly, without making a fuss.”


Don’t be to hard on yourself.

Game theory mathematics quantifies this 

as an expected outcome 

for people who are engaged in meaningful work.




The unsolved equation is....

Are we taken advantage of 

because of this predictable behavioural vulnerability?


Nursing?

It should be the greatest job on earth.


You shouldn’t have to die for it,

Not even on the inside.


> 

Picture Question:


How many of you switched off as soon as I 
started talking about mathematics?




Likewise, patients deserve better

Than the statistics tell us we deliver,


The statistics whisper that far from doing harm,

harm is everywhere as soon as you enter a hospital


Death through preventable medical error

is the third leading cause of death in the western world


And the disease will remain

Multi-Resistant to all known interventions


Until such time as we learn to slow down

And work sustainably 

within the mathematical limits 

of the sum total of all our available resources.


> 






Which is why


“The Below Ten Thousand Way 

to a clinician led safety culture?”


could well be the greatest thing in nursing 

since the Bristol Stool Chart!


:)


> 






Models we’ve had a few: 

READD 
Surgery Stat 

FAWPI  

Aimed at safeguarding the  
clinical environment



Picture Question:


How do you think this will be received 
by Patient Safety Learning attendees


 in England?


Will professionals and patients 

react differently


 to the ideas expressed

 in this presentation?


How so?


